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III

A simple model of heavy-ion collisions is proposed.

Classical equations of motion with inclusion of a pheno-

menological two-body faction force are integrated numer-

ically along trajectories. The nucleus-nucleus interac-

tion potential which is used in the calculations includes

deformation degrees of freedom in the exit channel. Both

entrance and exit-channel potentials are based on the

boundary conditions following the liquid-drop model. The

existing data on fusion cross sections, and also the

energy-angle distributions of deep-inelastic reactions
[ i

are very well reproduced by the model. [ Q I { } . ,• i

Zaproponowany jest prosty model zderzeń ciężkich

jonów z jądrami atomowymi. Klasyczne równania ruchu» do

których włączono pewne fenomenolog!czne dwuciałowe siły

tarcia są całkowane numerycznie wzdłuż trajektorii.

W potencjale oddziaływania jądro-jądro, który zastosowano

w tych obliczeniach uwzględnione są deformacyjne stopnie

swobody w wyjściowym kanale reakcji. W obu kanałach re-

akcji (wejściowym i wyjściowym) potencjał jądrowy jest

określony przez warunki brzegowe wynikające z modelu

kroplowego. Istniejące dane eksperymentalne dotyczące

przekrojów czynnych na reakcje fuzji oraz rozkłady ener-

getyczno-kątowe reakcji głęboko-nieelaetycznych są bardzo

dobrze odtwarzane w ramach tego modelu.



Предложена простая модель столкновений тяжёлых ионов
с ядрами. Классические уравнения движения, в которые
включены некоторые феноменологические двухтельные силы
трения интегрируются численно вдоль траектории. В потен-
циале взаимодействия ядро-ядро, который используется в
этих расчётах, учтены деформационные степени свободы в
выходном канале реакции. В обоих каналах реакции (вход-
ном и выходном) ядерный потенциал определён из краевых
условий следующих из капельной модели. Существующие
экспериментальные данные по сечениям реакций полного
слияния, а также энергетическо-угловые распределения
глубоко-неупругих реакций очень хорошо воспроизведены в
ранках этой модели.
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1. Introduction

Studies of heavy-ion collisions at energies high

above the Coulomb barrier '~b' have revealed that a con-

siderable part of the total reaction cross section is due

to the. two-body reaction mechanism. Reactions have been

observed z'^' in which an enormous amount of kinetic en-

ergy (up to ~200 MeV) was brought into internal excita-

tions of the reaction products. It was suggested in

1973 7' 8' that main features of the deep-inelastic reac-

tions can be explained by assuming a relative motion of

the nuclei along classical trajectories in the field of

conservative and non-conservative (frictional) forces.
a)

As was pointed out by Strutinsky , the classical

approach to nuclear collisions can be applied under the

condition that the reduced wave length, X = fi/p» is much

shorter than the range of impact parameters, ДЪ, which

contribute to the two-body reactions. The deep-inelastic

reactions represent a perfect example of the classical

process, since the range of angular momenta associated

with these reactions, д 1 « дЬ«р, is large (of the order

of 10 ) as compared with the Planck constant "h.

Several classical models of heavy-ion collisions

have been presented recently 8»10-i6)f a l l o f w h i c h

utilize a frictional force in addition to a conservative

two-body interaction potential. Only a qualitative

explanation of the dynamical aspects of the deep-inelastic
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reactions bee been obtained so far. The models 8» 1 0~ '

are unable to reproduce quantitatively magnitudes of the

energy losses observed in the experiments. Attempts to

explain this most important dynamical aspect of heavy-ion

collisions were undertaken in refs. 8»12»14vt but the

calculated energy losses have appeared to be smaller by

50-100 MeV than the observed ones.

In this paper we propose a model which takes into

account the friction resulting from single-particle ex-

citations, as well as an energy dissipation associated

with deformations of the nuclei in the exit channel

(after the collision). Moreover» the recoil effect due

to the transfer of mass is introduced explicitly. The

entrance and exit-channel potentials are derived on the

common basis of the boundary conditions following the

liquid-drop model.

2. The entrance channel potential

The proper choice of the interaction potential is

very important for a description of heavy-ion collisions,

since the strength of the nuclear attractive force seems

to be decisive in competition between the two-body reac-

tions and fusion processes 1^'.

In the quoted models 8»1<|-16) various nuclear poten-

tials have been used. Gross and Kalinowski 8) applied

a folding procedure in order to derive the nucleus-
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nucleus interaction potential, flowever, since the exchange

effects have been neglected, this folded potential seeme

to be too strong at short distances. Bondorf, Sobel and

Sperber 1 1 ' assumed the Saxon-Woods form of the potential

with the strength parameter, Vo, normalised to the liquid-

drop model predictions» bat with the remaining parameters
12}B o and <X choosen arbitrarily. Swiatecki and Tsang '

proposed to use the "proximity potential" ' which yields

the liquid-drop contact fore» " at the touching dis-

tance, and an exponentially decreasing force at larger

distances.

We propose to use the nucleus-nucleus potential •"

determined entirely from boundary conditions following

the liquid-drop model.

If shapes of the colliding nuclei are assumed to be

spherical in the entrance channel, the nucleus-nucleus

attractive force, dVH/dr, can be estimated
 1 7 » 1 8 ) at the

touching distance, г » R-j+R2, from the liquid-drop model:

where JT« 0.95 MeT«fm"* is the surface tension coeffi-

cient, and R1 and R£ are the half-density radii of the

colliding nuclei. According to Myers ',

Hi - 1.128 fm % 1 / 3 (1 - 0,786. Lf2'3). . <2)
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It is reasonable 1?»18' to assume, additionally, that the

contact force (1) represents the maximum nuclear force

acting between the nuclei:

U«ing the liquid-drop model one may also estimate the

minimum energy of the colliding system, and hence the

depth of the potential energy well. The minimum energy

corresponds to the situation when the nuclei (of mass

numbers A^ and A2) fuse together and form one spherical

nucleus of normal density distribution. The liquid-drop

energy of such a fused system, calculated with respect

to the energy of separated incident nuclei is

min(VN) = - b g ^ j V '
3 + A2

2/3 - (A1+A2)
2/3J , (4)J

where ̂ aurf ̂ ^ **e^ *s *ne s u r f a c e energy parameter.

Using eqs. (3) and (4)» and assuming the Saxon-Woods

form of the nucleus-nucleus potential,

one can determine the potential unambiguously;

Voo
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and

Ro " R1 + *2 •
,--••4 j.

where Rj and R2 are given by eq. (2).

It has been shown In ref.19' that the potential

(5)-(ff) perfectly reproduces the Interaction barriers

determined experimentally from the fusion-excitation •

functions. Moreover, the peripheral magnitudes of the

real potentials which can be determined via the optical

model analysis of elastic scattering data are also pre-

cisely predicted 1 9* by the potential (5)-(3>.

To account for the effects associated with the in-

compressibility of nuclear matter (which should appear

in fast collisions) we propose to add to the potential

(5)-(8) a repulsive eorei

oo for г 4 R̂ rt-e
core ( g )

VM(r) for r > R c o r e .

It will be shown in the last section that the position

of the core» R e o r e» can be easily determined by a com-

parison of the model predictions with experimental fusion

cross sections. ^

3. The exit channel potential

The assumption that the colliding nuclei are spher-

ical for the distances r>R-j+R2 is approximately correct

only for the entrance channel when the nuclei approach
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Pig. Л i Schematic illustration of the evolution of

shapes in two-body reactions between complex nuclei.
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each other in nearly pure Coulomb interaction potential.

Once the distance of closest approach, Rg^a» has been

reached, the nuclei start to move apart, but then their

deformatibility cannot be neglected (see a schematic

picture shown in fig» 1). Importance of the neck forma-

tion degree of freedom in the exit channel was pointed

out by Bondorf 2 1'. First attempts to take this effect

into account have been undertaken by Bondorf et al."',

and also by Dietrich '• Strong arguments for the neck

formation in the exit channel come from experimental data

on deep-inelastic reactions 2»''. Specifically, the

energies of the reaction products are often lower than

the Coulomb interaction energies calculated for spherical

shapes of the fragments.

We propose a very simple parametrization of the exit

channel potential. Shapes of the deformed nuclei are not

specified in this simple approach. We postulate that

final deformation energy of the system (i.e., after

splitting into two fragments) is proportional to the

surface energy of the initial unperturbed system (con-

sisting of two spherical nuclei), and also to the value

of the entrance-channel potential, v|, at the distance

of closest approach: ' ;

А*' 5)-



« A ««

where Ot is a parameter, and <# is given byt

(Evidently, the final deformations resulting in very dis-

tant eollislone are snail as compsx'ed with close collisions

when density distributions of the colliding nuclei strongly

overlap. Therefore» the dependence of Bdef(r»
e°tBmin) on

jvjot^)I is postulated.)

Eq. (10) is used as a boundary condition constraining

the exit-channel potential, v£, which is assumed to be of

the Saxon-Woods formt

The parameters v£ and СЦ can be unambiguously determined

from the requirement that the potential and its derivative

are continuous in the transition from the entrance to the

exit channel:

* > (13)

(U)

Hence,
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and

Pig. 2 shows an example of the potentials calculated

for the *°Ar + 2 3 2Th system; It is seen from this figure

that the difference between the exit and entrance-channel

potentials increases with decreasing R^jn» The deeper

the penetration of nuclear surfaces at r » \±n* the

stronger the potential acts in the exit channel, and the

larger is the final deformation energy.

Describing heavy-ion collisions in terms of the pro-

posed entrance and exit-channel potentials, one introduces

a Ł .conservative interaction in a sense, since a part of

kinetic energy is converted into the deformation energy

of the reaction products.

4. Friction forces

Besides the neck formation, "thermal1* excitations

of the colliding nuclei may also be responsible for the

dissipation of kinetic energy. We shall use the name

"thermal excitation friction" for those dissipative pro-

cesses which do not cause shape distortions of the col-

liding nuclei. In fact, this was the only mode of nuclear

friction taken into account by the modele 8» 1°- 1*).

Gross and Kalinowski ' used two independent compo-

nents of the frictional forces a strong radial component
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10 15 20
r(tm)

25

Fig. 2. Entrance and exit-channel potentials for the
4 0Ar + 2^2Th reaction. The exit-channel potentials

(ОС = 0.25) are calculated for two different values of

the distance of closest approach t Нщ^п » 12 fm, and

- 13.5 fm.
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and a comparatively weak tangential component, both pro-

portional to the relative velocity. Tha radial and the

tangential friction forces were assumed to decrease with

an increasing relative distance r according to an arbi-

trarily postulated formfactor.

Bondorf, Sobel and Sperber 1 1' even used three inde-

pendent types of the "thermal" friction: the radial fric-

tion, the tangential sliding friction (acting against

mutual sliding), and the tangential rolling friction

(acting against mutual rolling).

We assume the following form of the friction force

(which was also suggested by Swiatecki and Tsang ' ) :

where the volume integral extends over the overlap region,

%л and С г

 a r e t n e density distributions of the two col-

liding nuclei, \T is the relative velocity at each point,

and к is the frictional coefficient. In the numerical

calculations the density distributions <$Ą and Q^_ were

taken in the form of the Fermi function with parameters

as proposed by Myers 20'.

The proposed font of the friction force (17) is very

convenient because it contains only one free parameter k.

It will be shown in the next section that the radial,

tangential eliding, and tangential rolling friction forces
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appear naturally from the assumption (17) (see also

ref. 1 2 Ъ « Therefore, there is no need to introduce

independent parameters for description of these degrees

of freedom. On the contrary, a full description of the

friction force in the previous formulations ' and ''

requires 4 and 5 independent parameters, respectively.

It should be stated here that the range of the

friction force (17) is rather short because it is deter-

mined by the product of the density distributions, £,-£2«

If one utilizes such a short ranged friction formfactor,

the existing experimental data can be explained only when

the deformation degrees of freedom (see section 3) are

explicitely taken into account. For a "frozen" geometry

of the colliding nuclei (as «as assumed in the models

published previously S» 1 0" 1*)), i t i 8 nessecary to use

the friction force of the range significantly greater

than the sum of nuclear radii.

5. Equations of motion

The friction force (17) can be decomposed in the

first order approximation into the radial and tangential

components i

. e„ ĆL* , de)
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where У г а < 1 and U"tan are the radial and tangential

components of the relative velocity W, CnJJ and O*z are

the angular velocities of the nuclei, and IT, and "8̂  are

the distances from the centre of the overlap region to the

centre.of the respective nucleus,

> K Z ~ 2 '

Here r is the distance between the centres of the nuclei.

Both, Ргая and F-tan* c a n ^ e a s s u m e <* *° a c t a t * Ь е

centre of the overlap region. The force P r a d acts as

the usual central force. It slows down the relative

motion independently of the direction of the radial

velocity, V/pad» The tangential friction force, F"

causes the angular acceleration of the nuclei:

Therefore, P-tan i s responsible for the transfer of

angular momentum from relative motion into the spine of

the nuclei, 1-j and lg. (In numerical calculations the

rigid-body moments of inertia are assumed, J± a v M iR i .)

The decomposition of the friction force (1?) into

(18) and (19) is only approximate. If the extensity of

the overlap region is taken into account, the second

order terms contributing to the tangential friction

appears
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j (22)

and

Г > (23)

where Ptan^1^ a n d ptan*2^ d e n o t e additional forces acting

on the nucleus 1 and 2, respectively, and 0. is an effec-

tive radius of gyration which can be roughly estimated

for r>R 1+R 2+2a^ as

$
-

U & 0.55 fm is the diffuseness parameter of the nuclear

density distribution 2 0*.)

Summarizing, the tangential motion of each nucleus

is affected by two forces: F t a a (eq. (19)) and F ^ j d ) *

The force Р-̂ од acts against mutual sliding and tends to

decrease the relative linear velocity of nuclear matter

in the overlap region. This force vanishes when the two

nuclei roll on each other, that is, when

^LH - « Д * w t & = О . (25)

The second component of the tangential friction force,
ptan' r e e i s t s * n e relative angular velocity,
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This force accelerates rotation of that nucleus which has

a smaller angular velocity & » and slows down the rotation

of the other nucleus. In the extreme case the angular

velocities become equal:

(26)

which means that the system sticks completely. It follows

from the condition (26) that only a part of the total

angular momentum l o can be converted into the intrinsic

spins of the nuclei, 1 1 and 1 2:

where fi. » l^Mg/CM^+l^) is the reduced mass of the system.

Using the decomposition of the frictional force (17)

into Рздд and (?tan + ptan^» * h e classical equations of

motion can be written ' as follows:

_ _ _ (29)
dt " dt dt '

f («r"*)J, (30)
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At ~

The radial equation of motion, eq. (28), contains the

Coulomb, nuclear, centrifugal and radial friction forces.

Por the first part of trajectory (when the nuclei approaoh

each other), the entrance channel potential, eq. (9), has

to be used to calculate the nuclear force, dVH/dr.

However, when the nuclei reach the distance of closest

approach, Нц^д» the nuclear potential must be replaced by

eq. (12) which takes into account the neck formation de-

gree of freedom. Equation (29) is apparent. It gives

conservation of the total angular momentum during the

collision. The right-hand sides of eqs. (30) and (31)

represent the torques acting on the nuclei. In these

equations the tangential velocity, 1/±an* * s rewritten as

(32)

where © is the angle of rotation of the line joining the

centres of the two nuclei, (в is measured with respect

to the initial collision axis.)

6. Transfer of mass and charge

Dissipation of energy in deep-inelastic reactions

is usually accompanied by a flow of nuclear matter from

one nucleus to another. It is obvious that these transfer
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processes influence the kinematics of the reaction.

In this simple phenomenological model we assume that

the transfer of mass and charge takes place at the dis-

tance of closest approach, ВдДд. The entrance channel

parameters (mass and charge numbers) are fixed for the

entrance part of the trajectory* i.e., up to the turning

point at э^Нпйд. Then, the outgoing part of the trajec-

tory (from r=>Rm̂ n to r=oo) is calculated for new mass and

charge numbers corresponding to the assumed type of trans-

fer reaction. Additionally, the "recoil effect" (as pro-

posed by Siemens et al. 2 2') is taken into account.

Namely, the relative velocity (at the distance

is transformed according to the formulaj

where A1 and A 2 are the mass numbers of the nuclei before

the reaction, n is the number of nucleons transferred

from the nucleus A1 to the nucleus Ag» and m is the number

of nucleons transferred in the opposite direction.

7. Comparison with experimental data

Numerical integration of the equations of motion

(28)-(31) yields a final scattering angle, final energy,

and final spins of the reaction products for a given

value of the impact parameter (i.e., for a fixed value
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of the total angular momentum). Parameters of the model

(the deformation parameter oL and the friction coeffi-

cient k) can be determined by r comparison of the model

predictions with experimental data on energy-angle dis-

tributions of deep-inelastic reactions. Within the

existing data only the results on the *°Ar + 2 3 2Th reac-

tion 2»^' are sufficiently complete to carry out a valu-

able comparison. (Other experimental results are rather

fragmentary: the energy spectra of the reaction products

hare been taken at only a few angles.)

Fig. 3 shows the contour map of the double differ-

ential cross section, d2 6"/dE-dd, of the reaction
232ТЬ(40Аг,К) at the energy B ^ » 388 lleV, taken from

ref. ?'. It is seen from this figure that a strong cor-

relation exists between the scattering angle Q and the

final energy of the reaction products, Bf. The same

correlation between Q and E f can be obtained within the

model presented here. The best fit (ot= 0.25, k -

s 2-10"
20 MeV*fm*s) is shown on the same figure. The

dots indicate the model predictions for successive values

of the total angular momentum, ranging from 1 • 250 "k.

to 1 . 180iv with 1K step.

For peripheral collisions (las 220К) the predicted

energy losses are not very large. The trajectories for

1 Ъ 220fc are deflected to the angles Q » 35°. (In this

range of 1-values the classical deflection function ful-
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SO
o p IS* Ю* 30е 4CP SO* 60» e'си

Pig. 3. Contour diagram of the double differential cross

section, d 267dE-d0, in the reaction 232Th(40Ar,K)Ac

at the energy E l a b = 388 MeV (see refs.
 2» 7Ъ. The

circles indicate the predicted correlation between the

scattering angle and the final energy for different

values of the total angular momentum ranging from

1 = 180tS to 1 = 250 "h. The calculations пате been done

for d. = 0.25 and к а 2-10"20 MeV-fm-s.
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file the "rainbow" condition, d^/dl» 0. Therefore, the

cross section has its maximum in the energy-angle space.)

With a decreasing angular momentum the trajectories are

increasingly deflected toward forward angles, and simul-

taneously, the energy losses increase. Por 180K&1 6 185fc

the trajectories are even deflected to the side of nega-

tive angles. This explains the presence of a low-energy

"ridge" which ia seen in fig. 3. The classical deflection

function ends at 1 * 179fc because at this value of angu-

lar momentum the "orbiting" condition, d©/dl » 00 , is

fulfiled.

Pig. 4 shows how the model predictions are sensitive

to variation of the parameters oi and k. Experimental

points indicate positions of the maxima in the energy

spectra of the 2-*2Th(*°Ar,K) reaction. (The points cor-

responding to the low-energy maxima are moved to the side

of negative angles.) The curve for ot 3 0.25 and к »

s 2«10"2^ MeV'fm'S represents the same fit to the exper-

imental data as has been shown on fig. 3. In the upper

part of fig. 4 the deformation parameter is fixed,Ы=0.25,

and the curves are calculated for different values of the

frictional coefficient k. In the plot below the situation

is opposite: the frictional coefficient к is fixed while

the deformation parameter is varied. It is seen from

fig. 4 that variation of the frictional coefficient к

has the most influence on the energy-angle correlation
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чЬ»' A » ' А» ' го»' w»'

Fig. 4* Energy-angle correlation in the reaction

232Th(40Arf41K)231Ac f o r different combinations of the

two parameters of the model, к and at • The experimental

points correspond to the positions of the maxima in the

energy spectra of the 2^2Th(^°Ar,K) reaction.
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for large angular momenta (i.e., in the region of qua«i-

elastic reactions). On the other hand, positions of the

deep-inelastic maxima are decisive for a determination of

the deformation parameter oL .

It should be stressed that it is impossible to obtain

a reasonable fit to the experimental data with the de-

formation degree of freedom frozen, as has been attempted

in refe. 3,10-U)# p i g # 5 giveg g^ ,}Vidence for this

statement. All the curves in fig. 5 are calculated fo?

pi = 0, i.e., assuming frozen spherical shapes of the

nuclei in the exit channel. The curves do not fit the

experimental points in both, quasi-elastic and deep-

inelastic regions. By increasing the friction constant

k, it is impossible to reproduce a magnitude of the energy

losses corresponding to the deep-inelastic maxima. When

the frictional coefficient is increased above the value

к - 5«*O"19 MeV.fm.s (the curve Ho. 4), the radial motion

of the colliding nuclei is stopped outside the range of

the nuclear potential and, consequently, the nuclei are

scattered backward, as in the case Ho. 5 (k = 10~ 1 8

MeV'fm.s). In this unphysical situation the nuclei are

unable to fuse.

So far, only peripheral collisions have been dis-

cussed. The frictional coefficient (determined from the
2^2Th + 4-Оду ae t a) l a sufficiently strong to cause fusion

of all light systems if the angular momentum of relative
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Pig. 5- Energy-angle correlation in the reaction

232 T h (40 A r41 K)231 A c f o r different values of the fric-

tional coefficient k, but for frozen spherical shapes

of the nuclei in the exit channel (OĆ = 0). The experi-

mental points correspond to the positions of the maxima

in the energy spectra of the 2^2Th(^°Ar,K) reaction.
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motion is less than the critical value corresponding to

the "orbiting" condition. Рог heavy systems the friction

forces become less effective (if the same value of к is

assumed). It is possible that the colliding nuclei are

scattered back from the repulsive core of the potential

(see eq. (9)), and in spite of the dissipative processes

get outside of the potential energy hollow. In such cases

the assumed position of the repulsive core, R c o r e» is

very important.

Fig. 6 shows three typical examples of the classical

deflection functions calculated for three different reac-

tions, assuming oi - 0.25 and к = 2-10"20 MeV-fm-s. Por

all light systems the deflection function behaves like

for the 20Ne + 15°Nd reaction. Partial waves below crit-

ical 1-values are absorbed, i.e., they contribute to the

fusion cross section. For heavier systems (for example,

for the 8*Kr + ^^но reaction) the second branch of the

deflection function appears. There is only an interval

of angular momenta, lj°w < 1 < l£P, which contribute to

the fusion cross section, der* a n d -̂cr a r e t n e orbiting

1-values in the lower and upper branches of the deflec-

tion function, respectively.) Рог the heaviest systems

(e.g., 8 4Kr + 2 3 8U) the lower branch of the deflection

function joins the upper branch and, consequently» in

agreement with experimental observations ' the nuclei

do not fuse.
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Pig. 6. Three types of the classical deflection function

calculated for 0Ć =0.25 and к » 2«10~*u MeV«fm.s.
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fhe possibility that the fusion reactions are not -

only limited from the side of large angular nomenta, but

also for low 1-values has been discussed by Cabot, Gauvin,

Le Beyec and Łefort 2^'» in connection with the statistical

model analysis of the excitation functions of (H.I.,xn)

reactions induced by very heavy projectiles. It has been

shown in ref. 2 ^ that the initial spin distributions of

the compound nuclei are probably cut-off from both sides,

for the low and high 1-values. Our calculations give a

possible explanation for this effect.

Since the lower branch of the deflection function

extends up to 0 » 180°, one should expect that in colli-

sions of two heavy nuclei the two-body reaction cross

section is not negligible in the backward hemisphere.

Recent results of the Berkeley group *' seem to confirm

this prediction.

Besides the energy-angle distributions of the two-

body reactions* the fusion cross sections can also be used

to test the proposed model, к comparison of the model

predictions with experimental fusion cross sections is

shown in table 1. The experimental data compiled by

Łefort г " have been taken for tie comparison. The

"experimental critical angular momenta", 1*]?. which are

given in table 1, have been calculated from the experi-

mental fusion cross sections, Gfjjp* according to the

relation:
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• exp
ł» er

•£-г % Л * £__ *^L+1/ « Л * VUr У > (34)

where .̂ is the reduced wave length. If the classical

deflection function consisted of two branches, the fusion

cross section would be given by

с

Therefore, the values of 1^? must be compared with

All the calculations have been done for the same

values of the deformation parameter and the frictional

coefficient (oC = 0.25, к = 2'1<Г20 MeV«fm«s) as deter-

mined from the analysis of the energy-angle distribution

of the *°Ar + 2^2Th reaction. The calculated values of

1UP depend only on these two parameters. The value of

lp°,w depends, additionally, on the position of the repul-

sive core of the entrance-channel potential, R c o r e»

The distance R c o r e is considered to be a free parameter.

In each particular reaction the position of the core was

chosen in such a way that the calculated lj^-value fit

the experimental fusion cross section. Table 1 gives

the values of Л defined as

A " Rcore " Ro • • (36)



Table 1. Experimental and calculated critical angular momenta for different reaction»,
(ine compilation of the experimental data ia taken from ref. '/.)
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It is seen from table 1 that for all light systems

ег * Oł ^ *hese reactions the values of l££ perfectly-
fit the experimental critical angular momenta, 1Q^>

Also the energy dependence of 1®^* is very well reproduced

by the model. It is remarkable that so good a fit is

obtained to the fusion cross sections with parameters

which have been determined from the energy-angle distri-

butions of deep-inelastic reactions.

The data on light systems (for which I*0* « 0) do not

allow us to determine the position of the repulsive core -

in the potential. Only an upper limit of А (Д40-5-М fm)

can be estimated from these data. For heavier systems,

however, the position of the core can be determined from

the dependence of lc£w on Д (if 1^?* i s postulated to be

equal to the value that fits the fusion cross section).

It is seen from table 1 that the core of the potential is

situated slightly outside the distance Ro (Ro is the sum

of the half-density radii, R-j+R2). The energy dependence

of the parameter A shows the correct tendency: A de-

creases with an increasing energy. This dependence may

be interpreted as a consequence of the fact that the

realistic potential has a soft core instead of the infin-

itely hard core assumed in eq. (9). It can be estimated

from the energy dependence of A (see table 1) that such

a soft core has a gradient of 100 f 200 MeV/fm»

One of the most important dynamical aspects of heavy-
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ion collisions (which possibly could be tested experi-

mentally) is transfer of angular momentum of relative

motion into intrinsic spins of the colliding nuclei.

Pig. 7 illustrates this effect for the 4 0Ar + 2 3 2Th reac-

tion (calculations have been done for d = 0,25, к а

'- 2-10"20 BeV'fm'S, Д - 0.9 fm). It is predicted that

the largest transfer of angular momentum occurs in col-

lisions leading to the orbiting, 1 = lu£. For example,

in the 40Ar + 232Th reaction at E^j = 322 MeV about 50*,

units of angular momentum can be converted into the spins

of the reaction products. However, this value is about

two times less than the upper limit which follows from

the "sticking" condition (see eq. (27)). Also the calcu-

lated ratios of the final spins indicate that the "rolling

friction" term in eqs. (30) and (31) is too weak to equi-

librate angular velocities of the colliding nuclei. As

can be seen from fig. 7, the I2A1 ratios are very close

to the R2/Ri values (taken at r • Kmin)»
 a s i n *ne case

of pure "sliding" friction. On the contrary, in the

"sticking" situation the ratio of the spins would be

equal to the ratio of the moments of inertia,

(In -the *°Ar + 232Th reaction the above ratio equals to

about 19.)
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It would seem that the measurements of final spins

of the products of deep-inelastic reactions would be very

valuable for the testing of any dynamical model of heavy-

ion collisions. A first attempt in this direction was

done by Albrecht et al. ' who measured the multipli-

cities of У-rays emitted by the products of two-body

reactions in the 1 6O + 58Hi system.
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